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ABSTRACT

Critical to top management’s organizing efforts are the formal rules for how organizational members 

are to make decisions.  However, employees can break top management’s decision-making rules. 

Although scholars have investigated rule breaking at the individual and group levels of analysis, 

research is needed into how members come together as a group to break an organization’s decision-

making rules, and how groups’ rule breaking persists. To address this important research gap, we 

draw from a real-time qualitative investigation of both the breaking and following of decision-making 

rules to develop a group model that: (1) explains how an individual can trigger his or her group to 

break decision-making rules to generate perceived benefits for the group and/or others external to the 

organization, (2) provides insights into the mechanisms by which rule breaking persists, and (3) 

highlights the norms of developing and perpetuating groups’ breaking decision-making rules.

Keywords: Decision making, Entrepreneurial funding, Government, Groups, Rule breaking
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INTRODUCTION

“Learn the rules like a pro, so you can break them like an artist.” Pablo Picasso

Since the advent of the modern organization, managers have emphasized the importance of 

organizational members’ adherence to formal rules for “successful coordination and functioning 

within organizations” (Tyler and Blader, 2005, p. 1143). Rules are “formalized prescriptions and 

proscriptions about appropriate actions” (Lehman and Ramanujam, 2009, p. 644) and, in the 

organizational context, are formalized by top management with the expectation that they help 

organize employees in a way that enhances coordination, efficiency, and performance (like Martin et 

al. [2013], we focus only on formal rules). Of particular importance to top management in their 

organizing efforts are the formal rules for how organizational members are to make decisions (Simon, 

1947; Gavetti, Levinthal, and Ocasio, 2007), such as decisions about how to execute a process, about 

which potential opportunities to pursue (and which not to pursue), about which actions to prioritize, 

and about when to exit (Bingham and Eisenhardt, 2011; Eisenhardt and Sull, 2001; McGrath, 1999). 

However, despite the potential of sanctions (Hale and Borys, 2013; Morrison, 2006), employees can 

break top management’s decision-making rules, sometimes to benefit themselves as the rule breaker 

at the expense of their organization (e.g., Sims, 2002) and sometimes to benefit someone else (e.g., a 

dissatisfied customer) for organizational benefit (e.g., Vardaman, Gondo, and Allen, 2014). We refer 

to group decision making as the selection of one alternative from a set of alternatives (Davis, 

Laughlin and Komorita, 1976), and the rules for this group decision making control how the group 

deliberates and determines the alternative selected (Tindale and Winget, 2019). 

Although rule breaking has been studied at the individual (Colbert et al., 2004; Judge, Scott, 

and Ilies, 2006) and group (Adler and Borys, 1996; Sallaz, 2009) levels of analysis, research has 

suggested that further clarifying how members come to break group decision-making rules could help 

strengthen our understanding of a breakdown in top management’s formal organizing efforts (Desai, 

2010).1 Rule breaking refers to an “intentional violation of an explicit organizationally defined policy, 

regulation, or prohibition” (Morrison, 2006, p. 6) and “becomes a group-level activity when it is 

undertaken in an organized way in pursuit of group-level goals and members of the group expect or 

require other members to participate” (Martin et al., 2013, p. 561). Building on the above (i.e., Davis A
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et al., 1976; Morrison, 2006; Tindale and Winget, 2019), we define the breaking of a group decision-

making rule as the intentional violation of an explicit formal policy, regulation, or prohibition from 

top management for how groups within the organization are to deliberate and determine the selection 

one alternative from a set of alternatives. For example, it appears that the Houston Astros baseball 

team broke rules:

“Stealing pitching signs is as old as modern baseball, which by some accounts precedes the 

Civil War. It’s rarely penalized, however, because virtually every team tries to figure out what 

the opposing catcher is signaling his pitcher to throw and relay that information to batters. 

What has gotten the Astros in hot water is their alleged method of stealing signs—with video 

cameras, which is explicitly prohibited by MLB. Former Astros pitcher Mike Fiers has 

accused the team of using a center-field camera at Minute Maid Park to steal opposing 

catchers’ signs and bang a dugout trash can to alert batters if an off-speed pitch is expected. 

No bang? Look for a fastball” (Editorial Board, Houston Chronicle, 11-20-2019).

When considering the group process of rule breaking, identifying the mechanisms that connect 

individuals becomes important (Vaughan, 1990). Therefore, in this study, we ask the following: how 

do members come together as a group to break an organization’s decision-making rules, and how does 

this group rule breaking persist? To address these research questions, we draw from a real-time 

qualitative investigation (consistent with the Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton, 2013) of both the breaking 

and following of decision-making rules within the context of 169 group decisions by groups within a 

government department deciding on entrepreneurs’ funding applications (i.e., the unit of analysis is 

the 169 group decisions). Our group model of breaking decision-making rules makes three primary 

contributions to the literature on rule breaking. 

First, with this study, we contribute to the literature on rule breaking by either individual 

employees (Dahling et al., 2012; Giacalone and Greenberg, 1997; Vardi and Weitz, 2004) or 

workgroups (Martin et al., 2013; Sallaz, 2002, 2009), a decision-making perspective in which 

individual members rally as a group to break top management’s rules. In this context, rallying refers 

to the process of individuals coming together to form a group to break a decision-making rule. 

Specifically, the rule-breaking literature has not sufficiently explored how individuals become a group A
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to break group decision-making rules. In this study, we explain how an individual can trigger his or 

her group to break decision-making rules to generate perceived benefits for the group and/or others 

external to the organization. 

Second, we know that despite top management’s expectations for rule following and sanctions 

for those who do not follow the rules (Morrison, 2006; Tyler and Blader, 2005), rule breaking is 

prevalent in many organizations (Hale and Borys, 2013; Martin et al., 2013). With this study, we 

contribute to the literature on rule breaking by providing insights into how groups defend themselves 

from top management’s sanctions to persist in breaking decision-making rules. In this context, 

defending refers to the process of individuals coming together as a group to make decisions and/or 

take actions to reduce the likelihood (or minimize the extent) of top management’s sanctions on the 

group for breaking a decision-making rule. Therefore, at least in the context of groups’ breaking 

decision-making rules, our study provides insights into the mechanisms by which rule breaking 

persists. 

Finally, research on group norms—“the informal rules that groups adopt to regulate and 

regularize group members’ behavior” (Feldman, 1984: 47)—has increased our understanding of the 

acceptable and unacceptable workgroup behavior within organizations (Bettenhausen and Murnighan, 

1991; Ehrhart and Naumann, 2004). Given that group norms can develop from explicit statements 

from co-workers (Feldman, 1984) and other group-member interactions (Cialdini and Trost, 1998), by 

studying the discussions among group members that lead groups to break decision-making rules (i.e., 

rallying tactics) and defend this rule-breaking behavior (i.e., defending postures), this study offers 

insights into the norms of developing and perpetuating norms of breaking decision-making rules.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Behavioral theories of organizations focus on decision making in the context of bounded 

rationality (Cyert and March, 1963; Simon, 1947). To cope with this bounded rationality, top 

managers can mindfully anticipate the long-run consequences of alternate courses of action (Gavetti 

and Levinthal, 2000) to create decision rules that help guide and inform lower-level employees’ 

actions (Simon, 1947; Gavetti, Levinthal, and Ocasio, 2007). Although the term rules has been 

applied in many different ways and contexts, we follow Morrison (2006, p. 6) in the organizational 

context and focus on those rules that are “an explicit organizationally defined policy, regulation, or A
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prohibition pertaining to how members of an organization are supposed to execute their jobs (March, 

Schulze and Zhou, 2000) and for which there is a reasonably wide consensus, legitimacy, and 

enforcement.” These rules are formal (Lehman and Ramanujam, 2009; March, 1997) in that top 

management imposes and enforces them (Ouchi, 1980) such that when employees break the rules, 

they are vulnerable to sanctions from top management, such as reprimand, writeup, or even 

termination (Hale and Borys, 2013; Tyler and Blader, 2005). Thus, rule breaking refers to the 

“intentional violation of an explicit organizationally defined policy, regulation, or prohibition” 

(Morrison, 2006, p. 6). In this way, decision rules focus organizational members’ attention on issues 

and answers that are critical to the continued enactment of the organization’s current strategy (Ocasio, 

1997, 2011).

Rule breaking often occurs when employees feel angry, hostile, and socially excluded (Judge 

et al., 2006; Twenge, Catanese, and Baumeister, 2003) and act in a self-interested, deviant, or 

unethical manner (Griffin and Lopez, 2005; Renn et al., 2005; Robinson and Bennett, 1995; 

Vardaman, Gondo, and Allen, 2014). Research on unethical behavior has mostly focused on the 

factors that lead individuals to break rules (Gino and Wiltermuth, 2014), such as egocentric defaults 

(Epley and Caruso, 2004), bounded cognitive capacities (Chugh et al., 2005), and moral 

disengagement (Detert, Trevino, and Sweitzer, 2008). For example, in the 1990s some life insurance 

companies violated government rules and regualtions by engaging in churning—“a practice in which 

the built-up cash value of existing [life insurance] policies is used to finance new, more expensive 

ones” to generate higher commissions for agents at the expense of policyholders (Mac Lean, 2001: 

167).  Although rule breaking within organizations is common (Hale and Borys, 2013; Martin et al., 

2013), not all rule breaking is aimed at fulfilling self-interests; some rule breaking is based on the 

desire to benefit the organization and/or one of its stakeholders (Morrison, 2006). For example, one 

manager described a time when “he gave a subordinate a higher rating on his formal review than his 

performance warranted. The respondent wanted to give the subordinate time to look for a new 

position while still employed. He explained, ‘I did this because I wanted to give the guy as much time 

as possible to find something and be able to take care of his family’” (Morrison, 2006: 13).

Rule breaking is important to understand from an organizational perspective (Morrison, 2006; 

Vardaman et al., 2014). As Blau (1955: 2) noted, “the task of organizational analysis . . . is to A
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understand the real (i.e., informal) organization as it emerges from the ideal (formal) one.” A 

deviation between the informal and the formal appears to be particularly salient in tasks involving 

high uncertainty. For example, although the Forestry Service has clear rules to ensure the safety of its 

employees when fighting fires, the high complexity and uncertainty of fires mean that individual 

firefighters often violate the rules to achieve the objective of putting out fires (Desmond, 2007). 

Similarly, organizations often have rules for innovation (e.g., stage gates and resource allocation) that 

members sometimes violate to accommodate new information and advance projects (Olin and 

Wickenberg, 2001). However, it is not just individuals that make decisions within organizations, 

including the decision to break rules; groups have become an increasingly important means of 

organizing within firms.2

Individuals can join together to become a group, and groups become more effective when they 

are coordinated (Cohen and Bailey, 1997; Gladstein, 1984; McGrath and Argote, 2001; Tannenbaum, 

Beard & Salas, 1992). Coordination refers to a “temporally unfolding and contextualizing process of 

input regulation and interaction articulation to realize a collective performance” (Faraj and Xiao, 

2006: 1157) and helps members act as a unified whole (Brannick and Prince, 1997; Van de Ven, 

Delbecq, and Koenig, 1976) to achieve a common goal (Okhuysen and Bechky, 2009). Group 

members engage in explicit coordination through planning and communication (Rico, Sánchez-

Manzanares, Gil, and Gibson, 2008), which are eventually reflected in the group’s norms (Feldman, 

1984). For example, communication can help coordinate members for group decision making by 

providing feedback and facilitating other information exchanges (Kraut and Streeter, 1995; March and 

Simon, 1958; Van de Ven et al., 1976). Given that a group is not the sum of its individual members 

(Klein, Dansereau, and Hall, 1994) and that groups are central to many important decisions within 

organizations, the purpose of the current study is to explore how groups come together and coordinate 

to break decision-making rules. 

Therefore, although we are gaining an understanding of who is likely to engage in rule 

breaking for self-interest (e.g., Giacalone and Greenberg, 1997; Vardi and Weitz, 2004) and prosocial 

reasons (e.g., Dahling et al., 2012; Morrison, 2006), we still do not fully understand what triggers a 

group to break decision-making rules or what group rallying and defending mechanisms perpetuate 

this type of rule breaking.  Because we know little about how members rally as a group to break A
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decision-making rules and how this rule-breaking is perpetuated, we decided to use a qualitative 

approach for theory elaboration (Pratt, 2009) to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon and 

contribute to the rule-breaking literature.

METHOD

Research Context

We explored 169 group decisions on venture applications from entrepreneurs—the unit of 

analysis is the group decision. We explored groups in a government department whose task it was to 

decide whether or not to invest in ventures based on entrepreneurs’ proposals. These groups were low 

in skill differentiation (i.e., group members differ minimally in attributes that explain future 

performance [Lovelace, Shapiro, and Weingart, 2001]), low in authority differentiation (i.e., members 

come to a consensus such that the group makes the decision [Manz and Sims, 1987]), and high in 

temporal stability (i.e., the group is stable, and membership changes infrequently [Joshi and Roh, 

2009]). Government-based funding bodies are an excellent context to explore groups that break 

decision-making rules because venture funding typically results from group discussions that lead to a 

group decision, involves the investment of substantial resources, pertains to many diverse 

stakeholders, and has explicit and clearly stated rules developed and communicated by top 

management—namely, decision-making rules that are expected to be followed. Therefore, rule 

breaking is likely to be particular salient in this type of group because it is unlikely that any one 

individual can force his or her group to make a particular decision. We investigated the decision 

making of five groups belonging to a department mandated by the Swedish federal and regional 

governments to assess proposals for investment in entrepreneurial firms. To maintain anonymity, we 

named the groups Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, and Echo (and members with fictitious names 

starting with the same first letter of the group to which they belong). The mandate for the groups was 

to decide to invest (or not) in regional ventures that would help foster long-term profitability and 

growth. We chose these groups because their decisions resulted in substantial investments and the 

groups were willing to allow a team of researchers to observe their decision making. 

The composition of the groups remained stable across the two years we followed them. Tenure 

for membership in the groups ranged from two to 25 years, with an average tenure of 16 years and an 

average member age of 54 years. All group members had a university degree, mainly in business A
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administration. There was a gender balance across the groups—nine females and ten males. The 

chairperson was female in three regional groups (Alpha, Delta, and Echo) and male in two regional 

groups (Bravo and Charlie). Again, because these groups are low in authority differentiation, the 

chairperson was no more powerful than others in the group—members came to a consensus and made 

group decisions. In total, our respondents discussed 169 venture applications from entrepreneurs, 

which is our unit of analysis. See Table I for details on the funding proposals for each group and the 

amount invested (if any). The range of investments was SK 4,200 (USD 470) to SK 1,700,000 (USD 

190,000), with a mean of SK 298,000 (USD 33,000). 

Boundary Conditions from the Research Context

Boundary conditions are the limits for the theoretical predictions of a model and thus help 

describe the generalizability or transferability of the theorizing across contexts (Busse, Kach, and 

Wagner, 2017). The boundary conditions for this study reflect our theoretical sampling decisions. 

That is, given the above research context, our subsequent theoretical predictions may not apply 

beyond the types of groups we studied here or to rule breaking that does not involve breaking 

decision-making rules. First, we investigated groups in a government department whose task it was to 

decide whether or not to invest in ventures based on entrepreneurs’ proposals, and we found that these 

groups were low in skill differentiation, low in authority differentiation, but high in temporal stability 

(see Hollenbeck et al., 2012). Group processes are likely to be particularly salient in this type of group 

because it is unlikely that any one individual can dominate his or her group. However, our theorizing 

may not extend to groups that are high in skill differentiation, high in authority differentiation, and/or 

low in temporal stability. Second, these groups are embedded in a large government organization, so 

our theorizing might not extend beyond this organizational form. Third, in this study, we also focused 

on formal rules related to groups’ resource-allocation decisions with substantial (but not severe) 

sanctions. Our theoretical predictions may not extend to informal rules, to formal rules that are not 

directed toward decision making, or to group decision-making rules that are not focused on resource 

allocation. Finally, the Swedish government context could introduce some distinctive cultural aspects, 

such as an emphasis on consensus decision making, prosocial benefits, and the role of government in 

funding entrepreneurial ventures. There may even be differences across departments within a 

government organization. For instance, our theoretical predictions on the rule breaking by groups A
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responsible for funding entrepreneurial ventures may not extend to the rule breaking of groups 

responsible for taxation, emergency services, and/or education or to groups in private organizations. 

Empirical Data

Observations at meetings. In total, research observers took part in three sessions with each of 

the five groups (i.e., 15 meetings in total), which involved approximately 60 hours observing the 

group making decisions. The meetings lasted approximately three-and-a-half to four hours each and 

were structured as follows: (1) presentation of the venture proposal, (2) group discussion on the 

venture proposal, (3) investment decision, and (4) justification of the investment decision. The 

groups’ assessments of each proposal followed a similar process. First, the entrepreneur submitted a 

proposal that detailed the venture, the purpose of the requested funding, a budget for how the 

investment would be used, and details on how the requested funding would enable the venture to 

enhance profitability and/or growth. Second, the chairperson assigned one or two group members to a 

particular proposal and collected additional information if needed. Third, the proposal was presented, 

discussed, and decided upon in a meeting by the group. Finally, the group communicated the decision 

to the entrepreneur. The discussion on a proposal ranged from five to 20 minutes, with an average of 

12 minutes. 

Internal documents, communications, and directives. The data for this study were derived 

from multiple sources at multiple points in the proposal-evaluation process: (1) pre-meeting materials, 

including the entrepreneurs’ proposals, initial email instructions and reactions, and an agenda for the 

forthcoming meeting; (2) formal and informal discussions immediately before, during, and 

immediately after the meeting as well as field notes taken during the meeting and immediately after 

the meeting; and (3) documentation about the charter for the group, formal rules, and other website 

content from the governmental financiers. In Table II, we provide details about this documentation. 

At least one member of the research team (but usually two members of the research team) reviewed 

the proposals in advance of the meetings and attended the meetings in which the groups discussed and 

decided upon the funding for each proposal. The members of the research team did not engage in the 

discussions or influence the decisions in any way—they were passive observers, consistent with an 

ethnographic approach. 

-----------------------------------------------A
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Insert Table I and then II about here

-----------------------------------------------

Data Analysis

Our analytical approach was highly iterative—we frequently cycled between reviewing the 

data and mapping the process and cycled between the emerging map of the process and our theoretical 

ideas. Specifically, we conducted a detailed analysis of rules, potential sanctions, and group rule 

breaking (and rule following) over time. We then engaged in an in-depth analysis of the different 

mechanisms underlying the different mechanisms underlying group rallying for rule breaking and the 

defense of this behavior.  Finally, we investigated the mechanisms of rallying and defending to 

generate an overarching group model of the breaking of an organization’s decision-making rules. 

Analysis of group decision-making rules over time. After assembling all the data, we 

explored the groups’ decisions for each proposal and then compared each decision-making instance to 

the formal rules the groups were expected to follow. We found instances of rule breaking and focused 

most of our initial attention on mapping the key activities that led to these rule-breaking decisions and 

the key activities following the rule breaking. Over time, we began to observe a pattern within the 

decision-making process that was relatively consistent across the different proposals and groups. This 

pattern became salient as we distinguished group decision making that broke the rules from group 

decision making that followed the rules. From this pattern, we formulated the researchers’ narrative 

(Langley, 1999; Monin et al., 2013) of group decision-making, focusing on rule breaking in terms of 

its triggers, mechanisms, and responses. In approaching the analysis, we expected that we would need 

to “read between the lines” to detect and understand rule breaking, but we were initially surprised that 

this was not the case. In this decision-making context, group decisions were required, which in turn 

required discussions. By being privy to these discussions—as a “fly on the wall”—we overheard the 

thinking behind the decision making, which was made rather explicit by group members. As a result 

of this analytical approach, we uncovered 29 decisions that clearly broke the rules and another 19 

decisions that appeared to break the rules. To confirm or disconfirm these initial classifications, we 

shifted our attention between the focal proposal, the formal rules, and the group members’ discussion 

of the two. Again, although we focused our analysis and reporting on these instances of rule breaking, 

we used rule following for comparison. While it was technically possible for rule breaking to involve A
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the group decision to reject a proposal that conformed to the rules, all instances of rule breaking in the 

data involved the group decision to fund a venture proposal that should not have been funded based 

on the organization’s rules.

Analysis of the responses to rule breaking. Based on the above analyses, we focused on the 

group aspects of the antecedents and consequences of the decision to break the rules (with rule 

following as a baseline). Specifically, we began with open coding by identifying initial concepts 

related to the group aspects of rule breaking and categorizing those concepts. When possible, we used 

the language in the data to label the initial codes and categories. We then engaged in axial coding by 

identifying links between categories as a basis for aggregating them into second-order themes. 

Finally, we grouped second-order themes into aggregate dimensions, which form the basis of our 

group model of breaking decision-making rules. We illustrate the data structure in Figure 1. Although 

we have described the coding process as a sequence of steps, in practice, the process was recursive—

we often circled back to reanalyze the raw data, initial codes, and second-order themes (consistent 

with Locke, 1996) and recoded the data at least five times.

---------------------------------

Insert Figure 1 about here

---------------------------------

Trustworthiness of the data. We took a number of steps to ensure the trustworthiness of our 

data (consistent with Lincoln and Guba, 1985). First, we collected and stored all documents as they 

became available to us. Second, we used a 24-hour rule to ensure that we recorded and stored all 

observation notes within 24 hours of the focal event (usually a meeting). Third, we conducted peer 

debriefing in two phases. In the first phase, the researcher who attended the meeting discussed the 

meeting with other researchers who did not attend but were aware of the purpose of the group. This 

interaction provided a basis for ensuring the key aspects of the meeting were recorded, helped “pull 

out” the major event details and interactions from the meeting, and began the process of identifying 

key themes. The second phase occurred during the axial coding stage: the researcher involved in 

coding the data introduced the first-order concepts and second-order themes, and a researcher 

unfamiliar with the project asked questions about relationships, which helped with subsequent coding A
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and the development of aggregate dimensions. These outsiders provided new insights to enable those 

closest to the data to move from seeing the trees to also seeing the forest.

GROUPS’ BREAKING DECISION-MAKING RULES TO FUND VENTURES

Top Management’s Rules for Acceptable Proposals to Fund

The members of the groups studied were appointed by the Minister for Industry, Sweden. The 

charter for the groups was stated by Albert as follows: 

We finance investments in buildings, machinery, inventories, marketing, education, acquisition of 

consultancy services, and innovation development in small- and medium-sized ventures [defined 

on the web as ventures with fewer than 250 employees and turnover lower than 50 million euros]. 

Our system aims to help ventures to reach sustainable growth. The aim is to foster regional 

growth, create employment opportunities, and assure the provision of regional services. Finance 

is provided to ventures in accordance with ethical and competitive requirements. The funding of 

projects should not contravene the European trading conditions—not favor Sweden’s products 

and services over exported products and services. Operational costs are not financeable. 

Distribution of finance is divided into geographical areas: first-order and second-order prioritized 

areas, sparsely populated areas, and rural areas. The scope of funding is decided individually 

based on each venture application and depends on factors such as the amount of investment 

requested; geographical area of the business; as well as the company’s ability to become 

profitable, accomplish growth, and contribute to new jobs and employment opportunities in the 

region. We are also strictly forced to follow European Union regulations. 

 The government had specified a number of rules for the groups to follow when assessing 

entrepreneurs’ proposals, and the groups understood these rules. We inductively categorized the rules 

into four types. (1) Geographical scale rules refer to only investing in entrepreneurial ventures 

operating in the particular region. An example of a reflection on a geographical rule is “we can only 

finance entrepreneurial ventures in this region, not in other regions.” (2) Financial scale rules refer to 

the ventures’ financial situations. On one hand, ventures should not be too financially strong, but on 

the other hand, they should not be too financially weak. Some uses of these financial rules include 

“we can’t finance ventures able to carry out the investments themselves” and “we are not allowed to A
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finance investments in ventures risking bankruptcy.” (3) Competition scope rules refer to financing 

ventures without distorting the nature of the industry. An example of one of these rules is not to 

finance ventures if there are regional competitors that may be disadvantaged from the investment. (4) 

Other scope rules refer to the type of investment and purpose of the investment. An example of a 

(non-competition-based) scope rule is that top management allowed the groups to finance machinery 

but not vehicles.

Motivation to Follow the Decision-Making Rules

These rules were formulated and administered from the top down (i.e., from the Minister’s 

office), and the groups were expected to follow these rules when performing their duties. The groups 

understood the nature of these rules, the importance the government placed on these rules, and the 

expectation that they would be followed. The members also acknowledged the potential costs of not 

following the rules. 

First, top management could sanction the groups by diminishing their professional role. 

Indeed, group members were threatened by the possibility that their autonomy and independence 

could be curtailed as a punishment for breaking the decision-making rules. For example, top 

management could reduce the maximum investment the groups were allowed make and/or reduce the 

total pool of funds to be invested. Group members felt that such restrictions adversely impacted the 

groups’ power and status—social attributes highly valued by group members. For example, as the 

result of past decisions, one member of Bravo noted how his group was transferred to a “manager 

who keeps his eyes on us and has a very strong hand in the direction the group takes.” In Delta group, 

the decision scope had been reduced such that “nowadays, decisions of this size [i.e., the amount of 

funding] goes to top management; they want to be assured that they can stand behind the decision made” 

(David). 

Second, top management could officially reprimand the groups for breaking decision-making 

rules. In this study, sanctioning typically came from either the Human Resource Disciplinary Board 

(for the most serious cases or for serial offenders) or an internal auditor. Bodil described the internal 

auditor’s reprimand: “She [the internal auditor] found a few cases where the rules were not followed.” 

The internal auditor then met with the manager who had direct responsibility for the group and gave 

him a verbal reprimand, and the group received a written reprimand, which was included in each A
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member’s employment file. With an official reprimand, a “wrongdoing” could become widely known 

(within the government and, to some extent, externally), and members expected such punishment to 

generate feelings of considerable shame and embarrassment. These group members valued others’ 

viewing them in a positive light and seeing themselves in a positive light, which would be 

undermined by an official reprimand. The anticipation of shame and embarrassment thus represented 

a salient consequence of rule breaking for group members.

Third, to the extent that the public became aware of rule breaking, there was likely to be 

backlash against the responsible group, the department, and perhaps the program. Group members 

acknowledged that if the media published articles against a group, it would result in a “very bad” 

situation. In one instance, Dagny felt that her group was being “hunted by the media,” and in another 

instance, Bert expressed “fear of officially being accused.” More generally, group members reflected 

on past decisions, asking, “What could happen if . . . ?” (Cecilia) and then thinking, “I could not even 

imagine how horrible that would be” (Eva). Moreover, in reference to group members’ family feeling 

the media heat, one member reflected, “I would never want anything like that to happen to my 

relatives” (Eva). Indeed, some entrepreneurs who were turned down for funding threatened to go to 

the media: “He called me and yelled at me on the phone since his application was dismissed. He 

threatened to go to the press since he knew that others in the same situations had been approved 

finance while he wasn’t” (Bert). The media had reported on rule breaking in the past, which not only 

triggered  negative public reactions but also led top management to enact other sanctions, such as 

officially apologizing for the offending group’s behavior in front of the media and important others, 

which again shone a spotlight on the focal group’s wrongdoing, likely stimulating feelings of shame 

and embarrassment and negatively impacting group members’ career trajectory. For example, Anton 

commented, “We need to think about our reputation to have a potential life in this business afterwards 

as well,” and Bo was also concerned about his reputation: “We want them [entrepreneurs] to 

appreciate our work. Negative reactions from entrepreneurs are spread around to others in our 

environment, and this is not good for our reputation. We are all dependent on our reputation.”

Fourth, group members also realized the threat of legal action by certain entrepreneurs who 

were denied funding given their knowledge of past entrepreneurial projects that should not have been 

funded (based on the rules). Legal action against the groups’ decisions was seen as a direct challenge A
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to the members’ professionalism, ethics, and ability to effectively perform their job. Such action could 

also shine a light on both the individual members and the focal group’s past decisions, placing group 

members in further jeopardy (organizational, public, and legal) and magnifying feelings of shame and 

embarrassment. 

Finally, whether sanctioned by top management (reduced autonomy or official reprimand), the 

public (public backlash), or the legal system (legal action), group members recognized that these 

sanctions for breaking decision-making rules would likely have a substantial negative impact on their 

career. Career progress was important to these individuals and to have career progress curtailed would 

have been devastating. For example, an official reprimand may exclude (or at least slow) promotion 

and may also reduce opportunities to change jobs within or outside the government. In more extreme 

cases of rule breaking, the Human Resource Disciplinary Board could terminate an individual’s 

employment contract and pursue criminal charges.

Motivation to Break the Decision-Making Rules

As described above, the groups faced pressure (i.e., via sanctions) to follow top management’s 

rules for deciding whether or not to allocate funding based on an entrepreneur’s proposal. However, 

for some proposals, the groups broke the decision-making rules. That is, group members recognized 

the high costs of possible sanctions for breaking the rules but were still sufficiently motivated to break 

the decision-making rules—that is, they were willing to bear the sanction risks. Group members 

described the proposals for which they were willing to break the decision-making rules, which 

revolved around three anticipated effects of not funding a focal proposal: (1) self-related effects, (2) 

venture-related effects, and (3) other-related effects. 

Self-related incentives. The first trigger of rule breaking involved anticipating the effects of 

funding and not funding an entrepreneur’s proposal on the individual decision maker and/or on the 

decision-making group. For example, the decision makers expressed fear of the consequences for 

them if they were to turn down a powerful actor’s application. The following discussion by Echo 

group highlights the tension between following the rules and upsetting a powerful entrepreneur: 

Einar: We do not finance such machinery. He is upset. He threatens to close down 

everything; he says that we don’t understand anything or how it works or what they need. You 

should meet him; he is fantastic. I told him that I will bring it up for discussion since he gets A
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very upset when he can’t get what he wants. I told him that this kind of machinery is not so 

easy to sell. He yelled, “This is easy to sell. I have heard that so many times! Say it no more!” 

Eva: But we cannot finance just because he is screaming. Einar: Yes, we become more 

engaged then. Eva: We are caught in this. All group members concurred: Yes, that’s right. 

Entrepreneur- and venture-related incentives. The second trigger of rule breaking involved 

the anticipated effects of the groups’ decision alternatives (e.g., how turning down a proposal would 

adversely impact the focal venture and, ultimately, the entrepreneur and his or her family). The 

groups’ thinking and interactions with the entrepreneurs stimulated emotions that appear to have 

impacted the decision to break rules to fund some entrepreneurs’ proposals. This form of rule-

breaking trigger is illustrated by the following comments in different proposal discussions: One 

member of the Charlie group noted that he “visited them [the entrepreneurs] and met the daughter and 

saw that they should receive finance. I felt it.” Another group member for a different project noted, 

“We are kind making this decision.” Similarly, the tension between following the rules (not funding a 

venture) and feeling sympathetic toward an entrepreneur is reflected in the following exchange by the 

members of Bravo:

Britt: It would feel right to finance a tractor [funding vehicles is against the rules]. Bert: It 

sounds more like a concept. It is like a symbol, an image. Birgitta: Yes, it’s special; you don’t 

buy a veteran tractor; it’s not practical, it’s loud, smells disgusting, and uncomfortable. Bo: 

It’s not machinery; it’s a symbol, and he needs this [symbol]. Bodil: That’s for sure. 

Other-related incentives. Anticipation of the benefits to “others” from funding the proposal 

was the final rule-breaking trigger. Anticipated benefits to others came in a number of forms. First, 

sometimes funding a proposal would help the environment, as in the following conversation within 

Alpha group:

Albert: People want this type of machinery. It is more environmentally friendly and lowers 

levels of noise. Anton: We are not allowed to finance this type of machinery, but we have 

made our own interpretation and have decided to have a practice of our own for this type of 

machinery. Axel: Yes, we want the machinery to be more environmentally friendly. Anna: 

This is a highly irregular activity, but we want them to become more environmentally friendly. A
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Second, funding certain proposals would also help the local community economically. For 

example, the discussion for one proposal for the Charlie group proceeded along the following lines: 

“The car industry is particularly valuable since it provides so many employment opportunities and 

thus is critically important for the region. We can stretch our decision in such cases [to depart from 

the rules].” For another proposal, Bo argued that “it would be possible to finance a restaurant in the 

very rural areas” (despite restaurants being against the rules), and for another project, David argued, 

“It’s positive that [a high-impact company] buys from local entrepreneurs and keeps jobs in the 

region.”

 Finally, funding certain proposals would help build local competences that would have “flow-

through effects.” For example, Bravo’s discussion for one project proceeded as follows: 

Bo: There are mitigating circumstances in this case. . . . They are about to develop the venture 

for selling service packages to [a high-impact regional company]. They have contracts with 

them, and [the high-impact regional company] is interested in having a location close to their 

business. It is not produced here; it’s produced in Germany. Bengt: We must support this 

[despite it being out of scope]. It supports competence in the local industry, and that’s good.

Although group members considered the anticipated effects of their decisions on themselves, 

the effects of their decisions on entrepreneurs/ventures and on others largely stimulated rule breaking. 

However, implementing this rule breaking still required steps for rallying members of the group to 

impact the funding decision, to which we now turn.

Rallying Group Members

As indicated above, there were conflicting incentives between following the decision-making 

rules and breaking those rules. Indeed, there were some instances of initial conflict between group 

members over breaking the decision-making rules. When an individual member raised the issue that a 

decision to fund an entrepreneurial proposal broke the decision-making rules, in some instances, the 

focal group (including the individual who raised the issue) decided to break the rule for the “greater 

good,” and in other instances, the other members hesitated to respond to the direct claim of rule 

breaking and focused on the reasons for funding the proposal until all members (including the 

individual who raised the issue) agreed to fund the project. There were also instances when a member 
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raised the issue that funding a proposal would break the decision-making rules and the rest of the 

members agreed to reject the proposal consistent with the rules. 

It was when the net benefits of breaking a rule were greater than the net benefits of following 

the rule that tension arose in the groups between what they were motivated to do and what they knew 

top management expected them to do. To deal with this tension from wanting to go against top 

management’s decision-making rules, the groups often began rallying. Rallying in this context refers 

to the process of individual members coming together to form a group to break a decision-making 

rule. The primary tactics for rallying the group to break the rules to fund an entrepreneurial venture 

were (1) twisting interpretations of the rules, (2) exceptionalizing the current proposal, (3) claiming 

chaos and arguing that the rules were out of date, and/or (4) making selective historical claims. We 

now discuss each in turn. 

Twisting interpretations of the rules. A rallying tactic for group rule breaking was twisting 

the interpretation of a rule, the entrepreneur’s proposal, or both. For example, one rule was to not fund 

mobile machines—the rules allowed for funding only fixed machinery. The Bravo group twisted the 

interpretation of “mobile” so that they could fund one particular project. Specifically, Britt noted that 

they had previously rejected a similar proposal by this entrepreneur: “Last time, we argued that they 

are out traveling with the machine [so the proposal was denied]. But it [moving the machine] is only a 

minor part of the time [the machine is used]. They mainly work at home.” Bo twisted (or redefined) 

the notion of mobile even further: “[The entrepreneur] has several plants, and it would be possible to 

move equipment between them. This is only a problem if they move equipment to another region.” 

Birgitta then added, “So it’s not that mobile after all, and the venture also offers other services too.”

Another means of twisting the interpretation of the rules was to omit a criterion (fundamental 

to the rule) from discussion and group consideration or to include a new criterion that “justified” rule 

breaking. There were numerous times when the groups acknowledged but then ignored criteria 

consistent with the rules. For example, they ignored the rules of not funding entrepreneurs who had 

previously defaulted on their debts, of not providing funding for an entrepreneur’s private residence, 

of not funding service firms, and of not funding entrepreneurs who could self-finance. In addition to 

ignoring rule-appropriate criteria, the groups sometimes introduced new criteria to engage in rule 

breaking. In one exchange, group members acknowledged a rule but were able to justify breaking the A
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rule to themselves by adding a new criterion (as a moderator)—the stage of venture development. 

More specifically, the following conversation by the Echo group involves both twisting 

interpretations (of inventory) and introducing a new criterion (adjusting the rule because the venture 

was in the start-up phase):

Einar: To be crass. An inventory should be of the venture’s inventory list, be part of the 

balance sheet, and be depreciated between one and five years. Yes, that’s right. So, to be 

square, that’s the rule. Eva: Yeah, but that’s [the definition of inventor] incredibly narrow. But 

we can accept [the proposal]. We used to say that the first machine may be a smaller amount. 

Then it’s ok if we say so [reinterpret the entrepreneur’s inventory]. Einar: Yeah, if it is the 

start-up phase. 

Exceptionalizing the current proposal. Exceptionalizing was another rallying tactic that freed 

the group decision from the rules provided by top management. Claiming that a current proposal was 

an exception implied that the rules (created elsewhere) were not sufficient or fine grained enough to 

apply to that special or otherwise extreme case. Carl of Charlie group noted that one “project is just so 

beautiful, and he [the entrepreneur] is so service minded. It is fabulous!” He then circulated pictures 

of the project around the room. Cecilia then noted, “It is such a wonderful accommodation; it is 

special. We really need to be able to give it [funding] to him.” The conversation continued with 

comments like “he is wonderful,” “he is such an artist,” and “he is certainly a survivor.”

Claiming that the rules are out of date. Another rallying tactic was claiming chaos because 

the rules were out of date.  By claiming chaos, the groups were free to conclude that the rules no 

longer applied to the current proposal in the current situation and that they could thus rely on their 

own judgments unconstrained by such rules. For example, Albert of Alpha group said the following: 

“This situation is out of our hands. We need to rely on our intuition. We can’t lean on the rule; it 

doesn’t fit this situation.” This rallying tactic removed the relevance of the rules such that because 

times had changed, the rules no longer applied and thus should not be used. Another example is 

evidenced in Eva’s statement: “This rule is outdated. It doesn’t fit society of today. We need to start 

developing new practices to catch up.”

Making selective historical claims. Finally, members used historical decisions selectively as a 

means to justify and thus rally the group for breaking decision-making rules. This approach appears to A
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have been effective because it gave the impression of continuity and reliability in the groups’ decision 

making (despite the decision to break the rules). Group members referred to past decisions, often 

saying things like “we accepted it last time” (Bodil), and they commented on how previous decisions 

impacted current decisions: “We can’t dismiss it just because it’s not fixed. It’s not valid. It would 

have been easier if we had kept to the rule earlier. Then it [to say no to the proposal] might have been 

ok. Now we have departed from that criterion” (Anton).

Groups’ Rule Breaking to Decide on Funding for Entrepreneurial Ventures

Despite awareness and knowledge of the decision-making rules, the groups sometimes broke 

them. The groups broke the geographical rules by, for example, investing in ventures with 

manufacturing in another region. They broke the financial rules by, for example, financing 

investments in companies able to carry out the investments on their own. They broke the competition 

rules by, for example, financing investments in a venture that would likely disadvantage regional 

competitors. They broke the scope rules by, for example, financing investments in vehicles. In 

breaking the rules, the groups faced possible sanctions, but they also took defensive postures to avoid 

or minimize the extent of those sanctions.

The groups used the same criteria but varied in the emphasis they placed on these criteria in 

rallying to break the decision-making rules—that is, groups varied on their emphasis on (1) 

entrepreneur-related benefits, (2) other-related sustainability benefits, (3) regional-development 

benefits, and (4) self-related benefits from placating large powerful companies in the region. 

Therefore, groups were more likely to rally to break the decision-making rules to fund proposals that 

aligned closely with the criteria they emphasized. 

Defensive Postures to Avoid Sanctions for Rule Breaking

The groups pursued various defensive postures to avoid sanctions for breaking the decision-

making rules, including (1) ignoring the rule breaking, (2) blaming external others for the rule 

breaking, (3) confessing and seeking forgiveness, (4) making amends for the rule breaking, and (5) 

correcting to avoid future rule breaking. These responses are somewhat ordered in terms of increasing 

proactiveness.

Ignoring the rule breaking. The groups’ usual first response to breaking a decision-making 

rule was to collectively deny that any rule breaking took place. This action is equivalent to the ostrich A
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putting his or her head in the sand in the presence of a threat. Many times, evidence of this response in 

our context was the absence of any other form of response. Indeed, in some cases, the rule breaking 

was never really raised again. For example, Claes (Charlie group) stated, “Let’s continue. This will be 

forgotten soon. Nobody will bother.” This represents a defensive posture because by ignoring the 

event (i.e., the rule breaking), the groups hoped that the situation would not draw top management’s 

attention, enabling them to avoid sanctions.

Blaming external others for the rule breaking. The second response involved acknowledging 

the rule breaking (unlike the ignoring response) but attributing blame for the decision externally—

namely, to conditions beyond the groups’ control and/or to others outside the groups. By blaming 

others, the groups were attempting to absolve themselves of responsibility for breaking the decision-

making rules. For example, in a conversation, one member stated, “We did not take part in the 

decision at all. It was our former colleague who made it, and we can’t change it. We don’t even know 

why he did it.” In other instances, the groups acknowledged rule breaking but believed that it was no 

longer in their power to change the decision, which is best illustrated by the following conversation in 

Alpha group: 

Axel: There is a lot of trouble with entrepreneur Kesler. Anna: We are on the wrong track. He 

has fooled us. He has not been open about his intentions with us. Alva: We need to tell 

everyone that we have been fooled. Anton: We don’t want to be discredited [for this funding 

decision]. 

Confessing and seeking forgiveness. This response involved informing top management (as 

the governing body) of the rule breaking and simultaneously apologizing for the decision-making 

mistake. The groups confessed their rule breaking as a way to get out in front of the story. For 

example, Alpha approached the internal auditor to help the group deal with rule breaking; by going to 

the internal auditor directly and early, the hope was that she would be lenient in sanctioning the 

group. Although the auditor introduced new processes that diminished the group’s autonomy (e.g., 

using a check list in decision making), the group faced little else in the way of sanctions. Consistent 

with this defensive posture, Carl (Charlie group) concluded that it is better “we ask for forgiveness 

than permission.”
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Making amends for the rule breaking. This response not only acknowledged the breaking of 

a decision-making rule but also had an element of remorsefulness in the approach—a basis for 

redemption. In one instance, the group’s response was to make amends by redirecting resources. In 

referring to Alpha’s decision to redirect resources to make amends for a problem created by breaking 

a decision-making rule, Alva noted, “We can always use that freedom even though it is not supposed 

to be used that way. Still, if we keep this [freedom to shift funds], we can guide the rest to another 

problem.” Albert then replied, “Absolutely, then we get rid of this problem.” Interestingly, in making 

amends for one problem, the group broke another decision-making rule.

Correcting to avoid future rule breaking. The final defensive posture was to acknowledge the 

group rule breaking, learn from the experience, and modify the decision-making process. In one case, 

Delta group decided to make a rule explicit to those creating proposals by including a footnote in 

future contracts stating, “We do not contribute to over-investment.” In some ways, this correcting 

response is also consistent with blaming in that it implies that the entrepreneur has the power to 

conform with the rule or not (which may be the case, but it seems to redirect attention for rule 

breaking from the group to the entrepreneur). Another example of correcting was not so much 

modifying the groups’ behaviors toward the decision-making rules but changing the rules themselves. 

Combined with confessing and seeking forgiveness, the groups often sought to correct the decision-

making process by explaining the situation to top management and convincing them to lobby for a 

rule change from the governing body. The goal of this behavior was largely to bring the rules into 

alignment with the groups’ decision making rather than the other way around. For example, on one 

occasion, Echo group acknowledged the need to change the rules: “[The rule] is too rigid—

particularly in this case” (Eva). To which Einar responded, “There may be some potential corrections 

in the rules that may make it work.”

Primary Pathways of Groups’ Breaking Decision-Making Rules 

Self-interested pathways of groups’ breaking decision-making rules. As illustrated in Figure 

2a, our findings highlight that self-related interests triggered the groups to break two types of decision 

making rules—financial rules and competition rules. Specifically, the groups broke financial and 

competition decision-making rules because members believed that the groups’ own interests would be 

vulnerable to attack by powerful actors. For example, powerful regional companies and individuals A
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demanded and were granted a voice to make the case for their proposal, and they used that voice to 

make it clear that they were not going to take “no” for an answer. These regionally powerful actors 

were most concerned about financial and competition rules because given their regional and social 

position, they were well equipped to meet the geographic and scope criteria for funding. However, 

given their power and size, they ran the risk of being too financially strong to receive funding (in 

contravention of the financial decision-making rules) and could use their power to distort the market 

(in contravention of the competition rules). 

To break these decision-making rules, the groups chose to exceptionalize, make selective 

historical claims, and/or twist the interpretation of the rules. Given these powerful applicants’ 

prominence in the region, it was relatively easy for the groups to distinguish these individuals from 

other applicants and make the case to themselves that these applicants were worthy of special 

consideration (exceptionalize). Furthermore, either these regionally powerful actors or similar 

regionally powerful actors had benefited from rule breaking in the past, which made it possible to 

make selective historical claims about why the rules should not be followed in comparable instances. 

Again, because of the distinctiveness of these regionally powerful applicants, the groups either 

captured that distinctiveness by adding a criterion or made the case for why a criterion should not be 

used—in both instances, the process “enabled” the groups to break financial and competition 

decision-making rules. 

Interestingly, while concerned about the implications of following the decision-making rules 

(receiving the wrath of powerful regional actors), the groups were not overly concerned about the 

possibility of sanctions for breaking the decision-making rules, confident that the decision would be 

externally legitimated. Therefore, the groups’ defensive posture was to simply ignore that they broke 

the decision-making rules.

Entrepreneur-/venture-interested pathways of groups’ breaking decision-making rules. As 

illustrated in Figure 2b, our findings highlight that interest in the well-being of an entrepreneur or 

venture triggered the groups to break three types of decision-making rules—finance rules, 

competition rules, and scope rules. When it came to breaking decision-making rules for the benefit of 

an entrepreneur and his or her venture, the groups were highly focused on demonstrating support for 

the entrepreneur by granting the requested funding. They were supportive of an entrepreneur largely A
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because they trusted him or her and/or wanted to reward the entrepreneur’s passion for the venture. 

Indeed, given the trust and belief in the entrepreneur’s passion, granting funds was almost seen as a 

moral imperative—a moral imperative greater than following the decision-making rules. This feeling 

of support was mostly targeted toward local entrepreneurs, and by being local and mostly small, these 

applications rarely fell outside the geographic rules. Therefore, the geographic decision-making rules 

did not need to be broken. 

The groups in these pathways broke competition decision-making rules most often. Although 

these rules were included to ensure that the groups did not fund ventures that could disadvantage 

existing regional players, it appears that the groups empathized with some entrepreneurs (through 

strong bonds of trust) and felt that it was important to reward these entrepreneurs’ strong motivation 

with funding despite the possibility that such funding (a reward for these entrepreneurs) could 

penalize other regional firms. It appears that some entrepreneurs’ needs were more salient to the 

groups than the more abstract, distal, and potential harm created to others, and this salience 

encouraged the groups to break this decision-making rule. Breaking decision-making rules on 

competition generated a diversity of rallying mechanisms. The mechanisms of twisting the 

interpretation of the rules and exceptionalizing for rallying the group to break the decision-making 

rules all led to the defensive posture of ignoring the rule breaking. These mechanisms were often used 

in concert to magnify their rallying effect. Making selective historical claims to rally the group led the 

groups to defend themselves by going on the attack and blaming external others for the funding 

decision. By claiming chaos or arguing that rules are out of date to rally the group, the groups enacted 

a defensive posture that acknowledged the rule breaking by confessing and seeking forgiveness, or 

they worked toward either making amends or correcting the process for subsequent decision making. 

The groups also broke finance rules.  Given the small size of many of these entrepreneurial 

ventures, some faced the risk of bankruptcy or payment defaults (in contravention of the finance 

decision-making rule). However, given their high levels of trust and belief in some entrepreneurs, the 

groups occasionally ignored “offending” the financial criteria so that investments could be made. 

Given these ventures’ smaller size and the groups’ “faith” that these entrepreneurs would be able to 

deliver, the groups believed that if they ignored the rule breaking, then no one would find out about it.
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The groups also broke decision-making rules on scope in the interests of entrepreneurs and 

their ventures. Again, because they trusted and empathized with some entrepreneurs and wanted to 

reward these entrepreneurs’ passion, the groups were willing to break the decision-making rules on 

how investments were to be spent. The groups were rallied by the mechanisms of twisting the 

interpretation of the rules, which in turn activated a defensive posture that involved ignoring the rule 

breaking in the hope that no one would notice. However, the groups also sometimes made historical 

claims to rally scope-related rule breaking, which was associated with the defensive posture of 

blaming external others for the “necessity” of breaking the decision-making rules. Interestingly, the 

groups often used more than one means to rationalize breaking decision-making rules in the interests 

of entrepreneurs. Specifically, they frequently overstated the needs of entrepreneurs and legitimated 

satisfying these needs by twisting the interpretation of the decision-making rules including 

introducing new criteria and making exceptions (including the exceptions to add new criteria). 

Other-related pathways of groups’ breaking decision-making rules. When the groups 

decided to break the rules in the interest of helping others, what was unique was not so much the type 

of decision-making rules broken (i.e., geographic, financial, or scope rules) or even the mechanisms 

used to rally group members (twisting the interpretation, ignoring/introducing criteria, claiming chaos, 

and exceptionalizing) but the fact that the groups used only one type of defensive posture (see Figure 

2c). To defend themselves, the groups ignored their rule-breaking behavior. Breaking the decision-

making rules was legitimated by the groups—a natural way of acting for groups that had the best 

interest of society at heart. The benefits from funding these proposals were considered universal, so 

the funding of such projects was prioritized over everything else, including the decision-making rules. 

-------------------------------------------------

Insert Figure 2, 3 and then 4 about here

-------------------------------------------------

A GROUP MODEL OF BREAKING DECISION-MAKING RULES

The rule breaking associated with the investment decisions made by groups from a Swedish 

government funding agency reveals a pattern of rallying group members to break decision-making 

rules and then adopting a defensive posture to protect the groups from sanctions. While these 

illuminating examples have unique characteristics, the pattern we uncovered is also likely to hold for A
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other group decisions and actions that deviate from top-down directives, especially rule breaking 

(Dahling et al., 2012; Morrison, 2006). Next, we formulate a model explaining how this pattern 

surfaces to further clarify group rule breaking at a more general level (see Figure 3) and specific to 

tensions (see Figure 4). 

First, we focus on the tension between motivations to follow decision-making rules and 

motivations to break these rules—a tension that explains the triggers for rallying the group. Second, 

we concentrate on the rallying tactics that explain how members come together to enable groups to 

break decision-making rules. Third, we discuss how a group’s breaking of a decision-making rule 

necessitates a defensive posture to avoid or minimize sanctions on the group. Fourth, we highlight 

how defensive postures typically obstruct top management’s decision-making rules from being 

updated or improved. Finally, we highlight how sanctions for breaking decision-making rules impact 

groups’ subsequent rule breaking. 

Tension between the Motivations for Following and Breaking Decision-Making Rules

A group faces little tension when the motivation to follow decision-making rules exceeds the 

motivation to break these rules—that is, when top management and the group are aligned, and the 

rules are followed (e.g., Tyler and Blader, 2005). However, tension is created when the motivation to 

break a decision-making rule exceeds the motivation to follow top management’s decision-making 

rules—that is, when the incentives introduced by top management (i.e., sanctions for rule breaking) 

and the group’s incentives are not aligned. Although not the case with the groups studied here, 

research has found that not all rules are contested and that rule breaking may even be permitted by top 

management (i.e., a mock bureaucracy) (Gouldner, 1954; Martin et al., 2013). In other words, when 

groups have minimal incentive to follow decision-making rules (e.g., weak enforcement of sanctions) 

and substantial incentive to break these rules (e.g., rule breaking generates considerable benefit for the 

organization), there is little tension, and groups will likely engage in rule breaking.

In terms of tension, previous studies on counter-productive work behaviors in general (Fox, 

Spector, and Miles, 2001) and rule breaking specifically (e.g., Dilchert et al., 2007) have 

acknowledged tension between organizations (in this case, top management’s decision-making rules) 

and employees. Our findings complement this research by demonstrating that tension arises when a 

group’s perceived benefits from breaking decision-making rules exceed the group’s perceived costs of A
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top management’s sanctions from breaking the decision-making rules. This tension can trigger 

rallying members for group action. As our cases illustrate, decisions over funding entrepreneurial 

ventures can create tension between the incentives to break the rules and the anticipated sanctions 

from doing so, and dealing with such tension is generally a priority for group members in the initial 

decision-making stage. This tension frequently indicates a distinct need to consider top-down 

directives in light of employees’ motivations. As our cases show, groups’ motivations can be driven 

by self-interests and/or the interests of others. Indeed, decision-making rules may be particularly 

difficult to follow in the presence of information about the uniqueness of a particular situation 

(Dobbins, 2009; Martin et al., 2013). Furthermore, the more proximal decision makers are to bottom-

up information (e.g., others being impacted by the group decision), the more likely they are to rely on 

that information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). As a result of their reliance on salient available 

information (Ocasio, 1997; Tversky and Kahneman, 1973), groups’ focus tends to shift toward 

breaking decision-making rules (and a willingness to bear the risk of sanctions) to benefit themselves 

or others.

Therefore, our findings provide some explanation for groups’ emphasis on bottom-up 

information for specific decisions. Nevertheless, this explanation does not completely clarify how the 

motivation to break decision-making rules becomes a group decision, thus indicating the need to 

investigate the mechanisms by which members are rallied to become a group for this purpose.

Rallying Group Members

Although tension between top management and a group can lead the group to break decision-

making rules, research has highlighted that many decisions and actions within organizations are made 

by groups (Cordery, Muellerm, and Smith, 1991; Gibson and Earley, 2007). These actions include 

rule breaking (Edwards and Wajcman, 2005; Sallaz, 2009), for which a group is often different from 

simply the sum of its parts (Klein et al., 1994). Becoming a group for a specific decision, especially 

when it involves a conscious intent to deviate from top-down directives, requires “rallying the 

troops”—uniting individuals as one. However, our findings of rallying group members is different 

from findings of managers’ rallying employees (e.g., CEO leadership [Ashkanasy and Daus, 2002]) 

because it occurs despite top management’s directives. Our cases demonstrate how group members 

rally to become a group ready to break management’s decision-making rules. A
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Specifically, our findings highlight tactics—used alone or in concert—that bring a group 

together to break decision-making rules. Each rallying tactic provides a rationale for deviating from 

the rules. Research has provided us an understanding of how individuals can rationalize immoral 

decisions and actions even when those decisions and actions violate their personal morals (e.g., moral 

disengagement [Bandura, 1999; Jetten and Hornsey, 2014; Martin, Kish-Gephart, and Detert, 2014]). 

Our findings complement this stream of research by explaining how individuals come together as a 

group through the use of one or more of these rallying tactics. In our cases, the members were rallied 

by reinterpreting the decision-making rules to minimize or nullify deviation from them (i.e., twisting 

the top-down directives), asserting the decision-making rules’ lack of relevance for the current task 

(i.e., exceptionalizing) or the current situation (i.e., updating), and selectively remembering (i.e., 

cherry picking from history). Although research has focused on how individuals rationalize their 

deviation from norms or values for unethical decision making (Detert et al., 2008; Shepherd, Patzelt, 

and Baron, 2013) and behavior (Bandura et al., 1996; Shu, Gino, and Bazerman, 2011) to the benefit 

of themselves and to the detriment of others, we found that some tactics can be used to rally a group 

to break decision-making rules to benefit others, such as entrepreneurs or the community. Regardless 

of whether group members are motivated to benefit themselves or others, these rallying tactics are a 

means to ensure that all members of a group are of one mind in pursuing a decision that deviates from 

top-down directives. 

Groups’ Breaking Decision-Making Rules and Defending against Sanctions

Our findings also show that group decisions sometimes involve disregarding (through 

rallying) top management’s decision-making rules in favor of addressing bottom-up incentives 

(regardless of whether self-interests or prosocial interests drive those incentives). Although top-down 

directives can specify “acceptable” autonomy within predetermined boundaries (Bingham and 

Eisenhardt, 2011; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997), our findings show how group decisions can cross 

scale boundaries (i.e., the amount of resources that can be invested and their potential impact), scope 

boundaries (i.e., the purposes and “areas” that are appropriate), or both. In our cases, the groups 

crossed scale boundaries in terms of the resources they invested (finance rules) and investments’ 

impact on industry (i.e., competition rules), and they crossed scope boundaries in terms of geography 

(i.e., geography rules) and industry (i.e., other scope rules). In breaking such rules, groups act to A
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capture possible benefits (for themselves and/or others), thereby alleviating some of the tension 

associated with the focal decision.

Whether breaking scale or scope rules, those who break top management’s decision-making 

rules run the risk of sanctions (MacLean, 2001; Siponen and Vance, 2010). Our findings highlight 

how groups that break top management’s decision-making rules attempt to reduce the likelihood or 

minimize the extent of sanctions—that is, groups defend themselves. Groups can defend themselves 

by relying on postures that vary greatly in the extent to which they (i.e., the groups) take action to 

come into alignment with top management’s decision-making rules. Some tactics attempt to hide from 

management’s attention (i.e., ignoring) or redirect management’s attention (i.e., blaming) to avoid 

sanctions for rule breaking. For other tactics, groups take some form of responsibility for their 

decision to reduce the extent of sanctions; that is, they confess and seek forgiveness or attempt to 

make amends. Finally, groups sometimes use correcting as a defense posture to avoid or minimize 

sanctions. By correcting, groups attempt to change top management’s directives to bring the rules in 

line with the perceived benefits arising from their decision—that is, they attempt to remove the 

tension between the perceived benefits arising from their rule-breaking decision and the perceived 

costs of that decision (i.e., top-management sanctions). The point is that groups undertake defensive 

postures to avoid or minimize possible sanctions, and aside from the defensive posture that attempts 

to correct the situation by actively trying to change top management’s rules, the goal of these postures 

is to minimize focus on or redirect attention from the focal decision. 

Sanctions, Decision-Making Rules, and Rule Breaking

Our cases demonstrate that sanctions can be generated from within and outside organizations. 

In the context of our study, group members felt that both forms of sanctions had considerable negative 

consequences for their group and for themselves personally. However, the objective nature of a 

negative event does not mean that a group will appraise it as highly threatening (Folkman, 2013; 

Folkman et al., 1986). Indeed, our analyses reveal that, through the use of defensive postures, groups 

anticipate whether they will be able to decrease the probability or severity of sanctions, thereby 

decreasing their appraisal of the threat associated with breaking the decision-making rules. These 

defensive postures work by either avoiding top management’s attention or redirecting top 

management’s attention away from groups’ rule-breaking decisions. Therefore, when top A
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management ineffectively monitors, detects, and/or punishes groups for rule breaking, they undermine 

the very reason for the sanctions—to stop rule breaking. Being ignorant of groups’ breaking decision-

making rules, top management is denied the opportunity to receive feedback that is important for 

adjusting the rules to capture the prosocial benefits of groups’ decisions (if any) and/or align 

organizational and employee incentives. 

Furthermore, groups’ breaking of decision-making rules is likely reduced when top 

management increases groups’ appraisal of the threat of sanctions and the incentives of group change 

(i.e., coming into greater alignment with top management), groups’ defensive postures are rendered 

ineffective (and groups are sanctioned), and/or top management changes the decision-making rules (to 

be more consistent with groups’ incentives). Absent these changes, groups are likely to continue 

breaking decision-making rules.

DISCUSSION

Prior research has investigated the importance of both group decision making (Forbes and 

Milliken, 1999; Petkova et al., 2014) and groups’ rule breaking (Adler and Borys, 1996; Edwards and 

Wajcman, 2005; Sallaz, 2002). Through the current study, we add to these literatures by highlighting 

the mechanisms of rallying a group to break decision-making rules and defending the group from 

possible sanctions from top management. These highlighted mechanisms suggest that in addition to 

focusing on the decision to break rules, research should pay attention to the mechanisms underlying 

the “how” of these actions—that is, how group members are rallied to break decision-making rules 

and what postures groups take to defend themselves from sanctions that allow such rule breaking to 

persist. 

We focused on government groups tasked with funding entrepreneurial ventures. Although 

these groups and funding decisions have some unique features, they reveal a chronology of activities 

that provide insights into the group nature of funding-related rule breaking: first, top management’s 

decision-making rules are explicit and known; then, employees’ interests (for themselves or others) 

trigger member rallying for the focal group to break the decision-making rules; and finally, the group 

engages particular postures to defend the group against sanctions. Thus, our findings indicate that 

rallying and defending the group—together with employees’ interests in themselves (Griffin and 

Lopez, 2005; Renn et al., 2005; Robinson and Bennett, 1995; Vardaman et al., 2014), their A
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organization (Anteby, 2008; Morrison, 2006), and others outside the organization—are critical aspects 

of rule-breaking decisions that require further exploration to provide a deeper understanding of how 

deviations in a group’s decision making from top management’s formal directives unfold. 

Importantly, the current study’s analyses and findings provide some insights into the issues 

and frustrations that often arise when top management expects employees to conform to rules. 

Although the literature has acknowledged the importance of rule following (e.g., Cooper, 1994; 

Nadkarni and Narayan, 2007) and has recognized that employees may have incentives for breaking 

rules (e.g., Gino and Pierce, 2010; Renn et al., 2005; Robinson and Bennett, 1995; Warren, 2003), we 

found that it is the tension between the two that triggers the rallying of group members to break top 

management’s decision-making rules. That is, rule breaking involves a mental calculation of the pros 

and cons of rule following and the pros and cons of rule breaking, and the net benefits of one action 

vis-à-vis the other action can be the deciding factor. 

Analyzing the tactics by which members of a group rally has the potential to advance cross-

level research on organizing more generally. Individuals form groups for decisions and actions 

unrelated to rule breaking. The mechanisms by which a group is formed are attributed to upper- and 

lower-level constructs. For example, leaders are instrumental in influencing members to work as a 

group (Lim and Ployhart, 2004; Yammarino, Dansereau, and Kennedy, 2001; e.g., charismatic 

leadership and persuasion [Lester, Meglino, and Korsgaard, 2002]), and members’ social interactions 

(Klein et al., 2001) and communications (Lester et al., 2002; Wilson, Goodman, and Cronin, 2007) 

lead to a shared view (Kim et al., 2017) that regulates (Feldman, 1984) and coordinates (Astley and 

Fombrun, 1983) members as a group. As Mathieu and Chen (2011: 611) noted, “the prevailing logic 

in management research is that the larger context within which lower-level processes are nested 

generally exerts a greater downward influence than what lower level variables exert on the higher 

level context.” In this study, we highlighted the specific types of interactions that lead to the bottom-

up rallying of members for group rule breaking in contravention of top-down decision-making 

directives. Therefore, our findings complement these group studies by making explicit the bottom-up 

rallying mechanisms by which members come together and the ways groups attempt to manage top 

management’s assessments (via defensive mechanisms), both of which have important implications 

for the cycle of rule breaking by groups in their decision making.A
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Furthermore, the current study provides new insights into how funding decisions may deviate 

from what is expected based on espoused decision-making criteria. The decision-making perspective 

also offers insights into how a group is rallied and to what effect, especially the formation of group in-

use decisions that deviate from espoused organizational decision policies (as represented by rules). 

The group perspective also provides insights into how groups espouse previous decisions as a means 

of defending themselves from an in-use decision policy that deviates from top management’s decision 

policy. These findings provide new insights into the debate over in-use versus espoused decision 

making in general (Priem, 1992; Priem and Harrison, 1994) and funding decision making in particular 

(Shepherd, 1999; Zacharakis and Meyer, 1998) and may also contribute to the conversation about 

governments’ allocation of public funds. We certainly hope that future research will build on the 

current study to increase our knowledge of the group and cross-level processes of allocating funds in 

government departments.

Although we focused on rule breaking in the investment decision-making context, our 

analyses and findings also add to management and strategic management research. The extant 

research in these areas has focused on top-down processes for directing employees and groups (Grant, 

2003; Hoskisson and Hitt, 1988) but has also acknowledged that top management can have blind 

spots that contribute to organizational rigidity (Hodgkinson and Healey, 2011; Shepherd, McMullen, 

and Ocasio, 2017; Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000). We highlight one way in which top management can 

form blind spots—namely, maintaining top-down decision-making rules despite the need for change. 

Top management may be blind to both the prosocial motivations and deviations of groups and often 

remains blind as the result of perpetrators’ effective defensive postures. This blindness robs top 

management the opportunity to formalize processes for creating this prosocial value (for organizations 

and/or stakeholders). Furthermore, top management may be blind to the self-interested motivations of 

employees (and may remain blind), which creates a disconnect between the incentives of 

organizations (as perceived by top management) and those of employees. By focusing on rallying 

tactics and defensive postures, our analyses highlight how management-employee disconnects can 

become a group-level phenomenon and persist over time.

Our theorizing on the rallying and defending of groups relates to the labor literature on social 

movements (Fantasia and Stepan-Norris, 2004). A social movement is a collective that emerges A
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proactively to express a grievance to a perceived social problem or emerges reactively to a threatened 

change in the way of life (King and Soule, 2017: 414). By combining this study’s insights about the 

practices of rallying and defending groups with the social movement notion of micromobilization—

“the collective work individuals do on behalf of a social movement or a social movement organization 

to muster, ready, coordinate, use and reproduce material resources, labor, and ideas for the collective” 

(Hunt and Benford, 2004: 438)—future research can explore the formation and role of collective 

identity, solidarity, and commitment in collectively breaking decision-making rules. For example, 

activists (of social movements) frame identities to recruit participants (Polletta and Jasper, 2001). 

More research is needed to understand the practices used to recruit new members to adopt a collective 

identity that enables (or obstructs) the collective breaking of decision-making rules.

Managerial Implications

This study has a number of managerial implications. First, despite sanctions targeted at self-

interest, group members can rally for group rule breaking to make decisions that help others external 

to their organization. That is, assuming that groups’ break rules to benefit themselves or their 

organization will likely obscure other triggers of rule breaking and will therefore lead to ineffective 

sanctions. Top management needs to become aware of organizational members’ prosocial motivations 

toward others external to the organization and use these prosocial motivations in functional ways (i.e., 

provide avenues for prosocial behaviors as an alternate to prosocial rule breaking).

Second, although heavy sanctions for group rule breaking may reduce the occurrence of these 

decisions, it can also drive decision making underground (i.e., partially or fully hidden from the top 

management by defensive group behaviors). When group rule breaking remains hidden from top 

management, organizations are robbed the opportunity to adjust their decision-making rules. 

Organizations can provide a forum through which members can proactively challenge and change 

existing decision-making rules to counteract the development and use of defensive measures by 

members to hide or disguise this group rule breaking. That is, to promote organizational performance, 

top management needs to ensure not only that decision-making rules are followed but also that rules 

are adapted as the result of organizational learning to fit with changing environmental conditions. 

Therefore, top management can periodically ask organizational members—perhaps in their 

workgroups—to add, delete, and adjust the rules that govern their decision making. A
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Finally, on the one hand, rotating members to different groups will obstruct (or slow down) 

group rallying to break decision-making rules and/or perhaps pierce groups’ defensive postures in 

hiding or disguising such rule breaking. On the other hand, perhaps organizations can take advantage 

of members’ rallying capability to achieve functional group tasks. 

Limitations 

As with all studies, the current one has a number of limitations, which also serve as 

opportunities for future research. First, the group members gave us—the researchers—permission to 

access all documents and attend meetings in real time. Although the openness with which these 

members discussed and decided on rule breaking suggests otherwise, it is possible that they altered 

their written assessments and their opinions in meetings because of our presence. Second, we did not 

ask questions about member selection for the groups or about the initial team-formation process, so 

we did not have a good understanding of the creation of the groups’ identities. Such identity creation 

could be a missing variable in understanding rule breaking, especially in terms of prosocial group rule 

breaking for the benefit of others outside the organization. Third, we based our analysis on behaviors 

and communications, but beyond these indicators, we did not capture members’ beliefs or intentions 

going into the meetings. It is possible that there were instances when one member entered a meeting 

feeling strongly about funding a particular project in breach of the rules and instances when the 

majority of group members entered a meeting feeling strongly about funding a particular project in 

breach of the rules. Perhaps, these different starting points could lead to different rallying 

mechanisms. It is also possible that some groups had a stronger belief that they would be successful at 

rule breaking—collective rule-breaking self-efficacy—than other groups. Future research can explore 

these issues, which are likely most evident with greater heterogeneity (within and across teams) than 

investigated here. Finally, although we focused on the discussions (written and verbal) at meetings to 

rally members for group decision making, it is possible that group rule breaking might involve 

“implicit collusion” for rule breaking (i.e., a wink and a nod for everyone to come to agreement) 

without explicit efforts to rally members. Perhaps an experiment-based method might be able to 

determine the conditions under which there is explicit rallying of members and conditions under 

which there is a more implicit form of collusion for groups to break decision-making rules.

CONCLUSION A
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We conducted a qualitative study to elaborate theory on groups’ breaking of decision-making 

rules, which required us to understand how members of groups rallied and defended their group 

decisions. As a result, it became apparent that a disconnect between top management’s decision-

making rules and employees’ incentives triggered groups to break the rules and then defend 

themselves from top management’s sanctions. Importantly, as we gain a deeper understanding of why 

employees decide not to follow top management’s directives and how top management can be kept in 

the dark regarding such actions, we may also gain insight into the flipside—namely, rule following 

and, more importantly, changes to decision-making rules and thus adaptation. Change can come in the 

form of employee incentives, attention to group deviations, and rule changes. The big picture message 

is that groups’ efforts to rally and defend themselves matter for organizations. The findings of the 

current study provide a new theoretical understanding of decision-making rules in managing 

organizations, an understanding that highlights some of the significant mechanisms in the formation 

and persistence of rule breaking, which in turn provides insights into the formal and informal aspects 

of organizing.

NOTES

1. The management literature largely assumes that non-compliance with decision-making rules 

(by organizational employees and groups) is detrimental to top management’s organizing 

efforts (Olin and Wickenberg, 2001; see research on some prosocial rule breaking for an 

exception [e.g., Morrison, 2006]). For example, Perrow (1986) highlighted rules as the means 

by which organizations can minimize biased decision making.

2. Given that teams are characterized as “small groups of interdependent individuals who share 

responsibility and outcomes” (Hollenbeck, Beersma and Schouten, 2012: 82), we use the label 

“groups” to include “teams within organizations” (consistent with Cohen and Bailey, 1997; 

Guzzo and Shea, 1992; Huy et al., 2016).
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Figure 4: Tensions in a Group Breaking Decision-Making Rules 
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